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Cruise Ship Interiors Expo Europe (CSIE) caters
exclusively to the European cruise interior design
industry.
CSIE provides a gateway for the cruise interiors
supply chain to meet with Europe’s most esteemed
cruise lines, designers, and shipyards working on
major refurbishment and newbuild projects.
Taking place November 30 – 1 December at
London’s ExCeL, the highly focused exhibition and
conference is the place to be if you work in the
industry.
Discover the innovation and creativity from over
200 exhibiting design studios, outfitters, and
interior suppliers. Source from the likes of SMC
Design, NIT Naval Interior Team, Trimline, and
Cristallux.
With a unique focus on Europe’s luxury ocean,
river, and expedition cruising, hear from industry
leaders as they discuss the market’s key topics at
Cruise Conversations Live.
Enjoy a host of fantastic networking events like
the Opening Party and the CSI Awards, each
providing unrivalled opportunities to connect
with key decision-makers and build valuable
new relationships within the industry. Already
confirmed cruise brands include: Carnival
Cruise Line, MSC Cruises, Disney Cruise Line,
Norwegian Cruise Line, and many more.

250 EXHIBITORS
INSPIRING CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
UNRIVALLED NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
SPEED NETWORKING
PRODUCT LAUNCHES
WORKSHOPS
REGISTER FOR YOUR FREE PASS

SUPPORTING BRANDS
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Introduction
The UK- from liners to cruise ships
The UK and Northern Ireland are steeped in passenger
ship history.
Samuel Cunard put liner shipping on the map with
his first transatlantic steamer in the mid-1800s, which
resulted in British passenger liner shipping companies
building up a network of routes worldwide.
Large passenger ship operations were later boosted
by the emigration boom in the early 1900s to the mid1960s, which saw thousands of people leave the UK
by ship to seek a new life abroad.
By the the end of the 1960s, it had become
apparent that air travel was gaining popularity.
This was to be the death knell of large passenger
liners carrying people across the world. As a result,
passenger ship operators had to rethink their
strategies and many converted their vessels into
cruise ships.
UK ports followed suit, converting redundant or little
used quaysides into dedicated cruise terminals. This
activity also spawned a large service industry to cater
for the increase in cruise ships, their passengers and
ports served.
Although not covered in this report, some passenger
ferries also became more like cruise ferries, offering
travellers a much higher level of service on board.
Today, as well as offering scenic cruising and

vibrant port cities, UK ports are home to many service
companies offering shiprepairs, refurbishments,
supplies, bunkering and all of the other functions
needed to operate a fleet of cruise ships.
Could we see a return to passenger shipbuilding in
the UK and especially in Northern Ireland (Belfast)?
Maybe on a small scale, but the ‘bread and butter’
for today’s major shipyards is shiprepair and
refurbishments.
For example, as mentioned in the following pages,
UK shipyards have recently won several cruise
shiprepair orders. Only this month, Cammell Laird’s
Birkenhead shipyard drydocked its first cruise ship for
25 years, although it regularly handles Irish Sea and
Scottish ferries, while Harland & Wolff has ramped up
its marketing campaign to lure cruise ship operators
to Belfast, as well as marketing the possibility of
building and repairing small expedition ships at its
Appledore facilities.
With cruise ships becoming larger and also more
diverse, plus the rise of interest in the smaller
expedition ship, the importance of UK ports and
harbours as turnaround and transit operations will
grow.
However, many ports are running at almost peak
capacity during the summer season and will need
further investments in new terminals.

Ian Cochran - Editor

P&O Cruises soon to be delivered ‘Arvia’
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UK Cruise Market
Global Cruise Fleet Breakdown
by Value
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Cunard and P&O lead the way
There are several cruise ship operators based in the UK, some of which are subsidiaries of larger
groups based abroad.

T

he UK and Northern Island make up the world’s
second largest cruise market in terms of passenger numbers, hence are home to several
cruise ships.

Today, most of the major worldwide brands have
offices in the UK, due to the shear number of people
who take a cruise each year, either domiciled in Britain or flying in from overseas.
The largest, Carnival UK (CUK), is based in central
Southampton and is the UK operating division of the
giant Carnival Corp.
CUK is the UK market leader in terms of the number of passengers carried and the number of ships
in the two fleets, based in the UK - Cunard and P&O
Cruises.
Both companies can trace their history back to
the 1800s.
Since the company’s first paddle-wheeled steamer
crossed the Atlantic in 1840, royalty, celebrities and

travellers from every walk of life have enjoyed Cunard’s classic luxury experience based on the history
and tradition of its transatlantic liner service.
Continuing this tradition is the flagship ‘Queen
Mary 2’, ‘Queen Victoria’ and the ‘Queen Elizabeth’
with the ‘Queen Anne’ due to join the fleet in 2024.
‘Queen Mary 2’ provides the only regularly scheduled transatlantic service between New York and
Southampton reviving a bygone age, as well offering
worldwide cruises when not crossing the Atlantic.
P&O Cruises has been operating passenger carrying ships for more than 170 years and today has a
fleet of seven cruise ships dedicated to the British
market.
The latest, ‘Arvia’ is due to be delivered next
month. She was built by Meyer Werft at Papenburg
and is part of Carnival Corp’s XL Class, being a sistership to the 2020-built ‘Iona’.
Designed to operate in warmer climates, the

A rendering of the ‘Queen Anne’
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5,200-pax vessel is fitted with new features including
a unique high ropes experience, as well as a swim-up
bar and the SkyDome.
SkyDome has a retractable glass roof and serves
as a ‘relaxed pool environment by day with entertainment by night, including live music, production
shows, DJ sets and movies al fresco,’ P&O claimed.
‘Arvia’ will also come with over 30 bars and restaurants, including new venues created exclusively
for the ship.
New dining options will reflect the ports which
‘Arvia’ will visit , including Caribbean dishes designed
by Shivi Ramoutar and a Mediterranean-inspired
menu from José Pizarro. ‘Arvia’ will also offer completely new dining experiences, including Green &
Co feat; Mizuhana, which will have a plant-led menu
reflecting the latest trends in vegan, vegetarian and
flexitarian dining and 6th Street Diner will give guests
an all-American dining option, complete with music
and ice-cold cocktails.
An exclusive new stage show, ‘Greatest Days –
The Official Take That Musical’ will feature the cast
from the Headliners Theatre Company. WaveLength
will also be a new addition as a new interactive game
show, virtually starring presenter and game show
host, Ben Shephard.
The 184,700 gt cruise ship is due to start her
maiden voyage on 23rd December. She is 345 m
long, 42 m wide and will be powered by LNG. At normal operating capacity she will be able to accommodate 5,200 pax, looked after by 1,800 crew.
With 16 guest decks, she will have 2,659 cabins,
including 1,506 balcony cabins, 26 suites, 28 single
occupancy and 56 wheelchair friendly cabins.
‘Arvia’ left Papenburg on 5th November, 2022
under tow passing down the narrow River Ems to
Eemshaven (Netherlands). Following technical and
nautical trials, she will continue to Bremerhaven for
delivery to P&O Cruises (UK).

2022 UK SPECIAL REPORT

Adam Tihany is ‘Queen Anne’s’ lead interior designer

‘Queen Anne’
As for Cunard’s newbuilding - ‘Queen Anne’ - she is
currently under construction in Italy at Fincantieri’s
Monfalcone shipyard. The yard also delivered the
‘Queen Victoria’ in 2007 and ‘Queen Elizabeth’ in
2010.
Cunard recently unveiled details of the ‘Queen
Anne’s’ design team.
It was revealed that designers Simon Rawlings
(David Collins Studio), Terry McGillicuddy (Richmond
International) and Sybille de Margerie (Sybille de
Margerie Paris) are working with the ship’s Creative
Director, Adam D Tihany, to bring Cunard’s style to
the ship.
While the exact details are still to be revealed, Cunard has outlined some of the key spaces that the
design teams will be bringing to life.
“We have assembled a dynamic, passionate team
of talented creatives,” Tihany said, “whose unique
design sensibilities and innate understanding of
the Cunard brand will move the dial forward while
recapturing the beloved spirit of Cunard travel in this
next-generation cruise liner.”
David Collins Studio is a London-based interior
design practice.
This will be Simon Rawlings and his team’s first

www.cruise-ship-industry.com
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ship interior task. They are working on the atrium, the
Grand Lobby, the Queens Grill Suites and the main
dining room.
Involved in hospitality design since 1966, Richmond International will be responsible for the theatre, new and exciting entertainment spaces and
the outside deck space.
From her offices in Paris, Florence and Dubai,
French interior architect, Sybille de Margerie, has
spent more than 25 years creating bespoke interiors for hotels and private homes.
Her studio will be responsible for the retail
spaces, the spa and the flagship event space - the
Queens Room.
This also marks de Margerie’s first ship interior
design contract.
The ship’s first steel was cut at Fincantieri’s Castellammare di Stabia shipyard near Naples, while
the construction of the vessel’s first section began
at the yard in autumn 2019.
Cunard used the steel cutting ceremony to announce the commissioning of a unique sculpture,
crafted from the first piece of metal cut for the

new ship.
Sculptor Sam Shendi will complete the work,
which will be displayed on board the ship. He is an
Egyptian-born, British sculptor and uses contemporary industrial material, steel, stainless steel, aluminium and fibreglass to create figurative pieces.
In April of this year, the first section was floated at
Castellammare di Stabia.
The 116 m long block that will form the lower
forward section of the hull was launched from the
slipway and was the largest section ever built at the
shipyard.
Following its launch, the block was towed by tugs
to Monfalcone, where the ship will be assembled.
Cunard’s new ‘Pinnacle’ class ship, which is
expected to join the fleet in early 2024, will be of
113,000 gt, with a length of 323 m, a beam of 36 m
and will be able to accommodate 3,000 guests and
1,050 crew.
‘Queen Anne’, will feature newly designed signature spaces from across the fleet, as well as new dining, and entertainment experiences inspired by the
blend of old and new, Cunard said.

The transatlantic liner ‘Queen Mary 2’
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UK-based operators rely on
secondhand ships
Apart from Carnival UK, there are several other cruise ship brands commercially operated or
owned by UK companies.
ICSI has highlighted these in strict alphabetical order.

I

n July of this year, it was announced that London-based luxury travel group, A&K Travel owned
by Geoffrey Kent and Heritage (an industrial holding company chaired by Manfredi Lefebvre d’Ovidio),
acquired the luxury cruise vessels ‘Crystal Serenity’
and ‘Crystal Symphony’ from the administrators of
the bankrupt Genting Group of Hong Kong.
The two ships will resume service in 2023 after
undergoing extensive refurbishment and will operate under the luxury Crystal Cruises brand that has
also been acquired by A&K Travel.
“I am thrilled to start this new chapter and to be
back in an industry that has always had, and always
will have a special place in my heart. Thirty-five years
ago, my family acquired control of Sitmar Cruises,
building three of the first purpose-built cruise ships,
and 30 years ago my family pioneered a new way of
cruising.
“Our goal was to deliver the best experience,
pampering guests from all over the world with

around-the-clock butler service and extraordinary
culinary experiences. Selling the cruise business
that belonged to my family for a quarter of a century
was a difficult decision, as I knew I would miss this
industry immensely. Therefore, when the opportunity arose to acquire Crystal Cruises, I did not think
about it twice. Having next to me my incredible friend
and inspiring leader, Geoffrey Kent, makes this venture even more enjoyable,” said Manfredi Lefebvre
d’Ovidio, Co-Chairman of A&K Travel Group, Crystal
Cruises and Abercrombie & Kent, at the time of the
purchase.
“Even though it seems like yesterday, 30 years
have passed since the Lefebvre family and I had our
first ship together...Manfredi and I have been best
friends and business associates ever since.
“The idea of combining the unparalleled on board
service that Crystal Cruises is known for, with the
extraordinary tailor-made experiences Abercrombie & Kent has been successfully providing for
our guests for the past 60 years, fills me with excitement, enthusiasm and pride,” added Geoffrey
Kent, Co-Chairman of A&K Travel Group and Crystal Cruises, and Founder, Co-Chairman and CEO of
Abercrombie & Kent.

Reporting mechanism
Crystal Cruises’ and Abercrombia & Kent’s management report to Cristina Levis, CEO of A&K Travel
Group, who commented: “My return to luxury cruising after five years brings back so many emotions.

Ambassador’s ‘Ambience’ seen alongside Tilbury Landing Stage on
her maiden voyage Photo credit- Dave Smith

2022 ITALY
UK SPECIAL
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It is an immense privilege to serve these two incredible brands that in the past decades have disrupted
the travel industry numerous times. Manfredi, Geof-
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frey and I look forward to welcoming past Crystal
and Abercrombie & Kent guests onboard, as well as
those seeking rewarding luxury experiences.
“The acquisition of Crystal has been extremely
challenging but the satisfaction of having this jewel
in our family is the best payoff for all the hard work
and efforts of the A&K team. Ad maiora Crystal
Cruises!” she said.
A&K Travel Group has appointed Monaco-based
V.Ships Leisure, as the technical manager of the two
ships.
Law firm Paul Hastings acted for A&K Travel
Group, Callenders Law acted for A&K Travel Group
in respect of Bahamian law, while HFW and Stephenson Harwood provided maritime law expertise.
CMC Capital also advised A&K Travel Group in the
acquisition.
A couple of months later, Lefebvre d’Ovidio, Levis
plus executives from shipbuilder Fincantieri, welcomed the arrival of the recently acquired vessels at
Trieste, Italy, where the ships are being refurbished.
In Trieste, Lefebvre announced the appointments
of Jack Anderson as Crystal Cruises President and
Bernie Leypold as Senior Vice President of Hotel
Operations.
“There are extensive refurbishments planned for
both ‘Crystal Symphony’ and ‘Crystal Serenity’ that
will elevate the customer experience. Some state-

rooms will be combined, creating more butler suites
and reducing overall guest capacity,” explained
Levis. “This will bring a gracious new feeling of spaciousness to the restaurants and public areas.”
Other senior appointments were also made recently as Crystal Cruises is reborn. The brand will be
commercially run from the US.

Newcomer
In April of this year, newcomer Ambassador Cruise
Line, run by former CMV executives, celebrated the
first voyage of the ‘Ambience’ from Tilbury. She was
formerly operated by P&O Australia as the ‘Pacific
Dawn’.
Since then, the company has purchased the
‘AIDAmira’, ex ‘Costa neoRiviera’, ‘Grand Mistral’,
having been built as the ‘Mistral’ in 1999. She has
been renamed ‘Ambition’.
‘Ambition’ will be able to accommodate 1,200
guests in 714 cabins, 125 of which have balconies and 113 are suites with up to 62 sq m of living
space. She has two main restaurants and speciality
dining options, a more casual bistro style café, four
bars and lounges and a pub.
She was purchased outright from Costa Crociere
which operated her under the AIDA brand, mainly
targeting the German market.
In September, ‘Ambition’ arrived in Glasgow to

‘Crystal Serenity’ and her sister have received a new lease of life
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start a six month charter to the Scottish Government
to house Ukrainian refugees.
Following the charter, the vessel will enter drydock and is scheduled to enter service in May 2023.
While in drydock, she will be fitted with the latest
emission reduction technologies to secure IMO Tier
III compliance to reduce NOx emissions by around
95%, compared to current standards.
Along with installing updated ballast and sewage
water treatment systems, both ships in the fleet will
be among around 10% of the current world cruise
fleet authorised to sail in strictly environmentally
protected seas.
Once in service, the ‘Ambition’ is scheduled to
offer cruises from several UK ports, including Tilbury, Newcastle, Dundee, Belfast, Liverpool, Bristol
and Falmouth, in a similar pattern to the defunct
CMV operation.
Ambassador Cruise line is commercially run from
the UK, but the ships are technically managed from
Hamburg by Bernhard Schulte Cruise Services.

Ipswich-based
Fred.Olsen Cruise Lines is a UK-based, Norwegian-owned cruise shipping line currently operating

four cruise ships.
The company is owned by Norwegian holding
companies Bonheur and Ganger Rolf based in Oslo
but is operated, both commercially and technically,
from Ipswich, Suffolk.
It is part of the Fred.Olsen Group, which can trace
its history back to 1848.
Its cruising interest began with cruise ferries in
the 1980s pus a second hand cruise ship.
In May, 2006, the company purchased the ‘Norwegian Crown’ from Norwegian Cruise Lines. She
was lengthened and re-emerged out of drydock as
the ‘Balmoral’ in early 2008.
The same year, the company also lengthened the
‘Braemar’ with a new centre section being added.
She had joined the fleet in 2001.
In 2018, the company was in talks to build a series of 600-pax newbuildings but these never materialised.
However, instead in 2020 the company bought
two Holland America Line (HAL) cruise ships - ‘Amsterdam’ and ‘Rotterdam’ - and they were renamed
‘Bolette’ and ‘Borealis’, respectively. They replaced
the vintage cruise ships ‘Boudicca’ and ‘Black
Watch’, which have since been recycled.

TUI Group
Finally Luton-based Marella Cruises is now part of
the giant German TUI Group and formerly operated
as the Thomson Cruise brand until 2017.
Marella commercially operates three ships having sold two for recycling, due to the pandemic in
2020. The ships are technically managed by Columbia from Hamburg.

‘Fred.Olsen’s ‘Balmoral’ seen at Olden in Norway
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Out of the UK, the company mainly operates fly
cruises from ports, such as Palma Majorca, as well
as offering cruises from Southampton.
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Southampton - Europe’s largest
turnaround port
ABP’s port of Southampton located on the UK’s south coast is Europe’s largest cruise ship
turnaround port.

A

hlthough estimated passenger throughput figures were not available for this year,
Southampton recently handled around 2
mill passengers across its five dedicated cruise
terminals.

Due to this hive of activity, the city has built up
its service offering, which now includes several hotels, good road and rail connections and a nearby
airport, plus companies dedicated to cater for the
boom in cruise ships calls.

With new, larger cruise ships due to call at the
port in the near future, this figure could rise.

One of the latest cruise ships of note to arrive
in Southampton was Norwegian Cruise line’s newly
delivered ‘Norwegian Prima’, which berthed at the
Horizon cruise terminal on 23rd September.

For more than a century, Southampton has been
a turnaround port or a transit call for hundreds of
passenger liners, sailing transatlantic, to Australasia, South Africa or to Asia.

Opened in 2021, the Horizon cruise terminal is
a £55 mill, multi-user cruise facility, which was built

A record day for ABP’s Port of Southampton in 2018
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by a partnership involving Norwegian Cruise Lines
Holdings Ltd (NCLH) and MSC Cruises.
When opened it was also the first UK terminal to
provide shore power facility for cruise ships. The terminal also benefits from over 2,000 roof-mounted
solar panels, which helps to generate more energy
than it uses.
Earlier this year, it was announced that Princess
Cruises’ ‘Sky Princess’ was one of the latest cruise
ship to be commissioned for shore power at the
port.
Accommodating 3,660 guests and 1,346 crew,
‘Sky Princess’ was delivered in October, 2019 and
operated a number of European itineraries from
Southampton throughout the year.
She was commissioned for shore power at the
Mayflower Cruise Terminal, which together with the
Horizon Cruise Terminal, now offers a shore power
connection.
It is not known whether the other three cruise
terminals will be fitted for shore power connections
at a later date.
‘Sky Princess’ was the sixth cruise ship to be
commissioned since Southampton’s shore power
facility went live in the Spring of this year. She
joined ‘AIDAcosma’, ‘Queen Mary 2’, ‘AIDAprima’,
‘Celebrity Beyond’ and ‘AIDAsol’. while others have
been commissioned since, including ‘Norwegian
Prima’.
‘AIDAcosma’ was the first of three German AIDA
operated cruise ships to be commissioned, shortly
after she arrived at Southampton on her maiden
voyage at the end of February this year.
She is also the second AIDA cruise ship to be
powered by LNG, which can be bunkered at the
Ocean Cruise Terminal.
The total shore power project for the two terminals cost £9 mill and was supported by a grant from
the Solent Local Growth Deal, arranged through the
Solent Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP).

2022 UK SPECIAL REPORT

In 2019, ABP Southampton announced that
it was investing in shore power for its new Horizon Cruise Terminal, subsequently announcing
a second shore power connection, for Mayflower
Cruise Terminal, in 2021.
ABP worked with Powercon as the main contractor to implement the equipment necessary on
site.

Maiden calls
Around eight cruise ships were due to make their
maiden calls at Southampton this year, including
‘AIDACosma’, ‘Norwegian Prima’, P&O Cruises’ LNG
powered ‘Arvia’ (which has been slightly delayed),
Celebrity Cruises’ ‘Celebrity Beyond’, the third ship
in the Edge class, and Princess Cruises’ Royal-class
‘Enchanted Princess’.
In addition, Carnival Cruise Line’s latest newbuilding ‘Carnival Celebration’, the company’s
second Excel class ship and sister to ’Mardi Gras’,
called at Southampton on 6th November to embark passengers for a transatlantic voyage.
She was on a positioning voyage from her
builder Meyer Turku in Turku, Finland to Miami.
‘Carnival Celebration’ was believed to be the
first Carnival Cruise Line ship to call at Southampton for 20 years.
In 2024, Celebrity Cruises will homeport one of
its ‘Edge’ class cruise ships for the whole season.
According to the company, ‘Celebrity Apex’ will
replace the recently-upgraded ‘Celebrity Silhouette’.
“This truly is an exciting moment for us. Having
one of our award-winning Edge series ships sailing
from Southampton will offer an experience like no
other from the UK, connecting guests to the world
around them through the innovative outward-facing
design and visionary spaces these celebrated ships
are known for,” said Lisa Lutoff Perlo, Celebrity
Cruises’ President & CEO. “Celebrity Cruises continues to redefine cruising, taking our guests to the

www.cruise-ship-industry.com
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world’s best places on the world’s best places.”

cruises in 2021.

Celebrity Cruises Vice President & Managing Director of Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA), Jo
Rzymowska, added, “The UK has always been integral to the success of our brand, and homeporting
‘Celebrity Apex’ from Southampton underlines our
commitment to this market and is testament to the
strength of local consumer demand, supported by
our formidable travel partners.

The information contained in this article was
taken from various releases issued throughout the
year, as ABP told ICSI that it could not provide any
later information.

“There is huge appetite from UK guests who
share our curiosity for people, places and cultures,
and our passion for opening up the world through
a love of travel. I’m looking forward to welcoming
even more of our guests on board ‘Celebrity Apex’
when she raises the bar for cruising from Southampton in 2024.”

Dover was due to welcome 130 cruise ships,
including 73 turnaround visits and 11 inaugural
ships calls this year.

She is to offer four- to 13-night sailings out of
Southampton from May to November, 2024.
ABP owns and manages 11 other ports in the
UK, some of which can handle cruise ships.
For example, the Scottish ports of Ayr and Troon
provide access to some of the world’s best golf
courses and Scotland’s rugged countryside. Small
cruise ships can be accommodated at either port.
Hull provides access to the Yorkshire Dales and
the North East and was due to welcome Phoenix
Reisen’s ‘Amadea’ for her maiden call last June,
whilst the Lake District is within easy reach of
Barrow in the Northwest.
Both Plymouth and Teignmouth are gateways
to Devon and Cornwall, while Lowestoft and
Ipswich are ideal locations on the UK’s East Coast,
offering access to attractions in East Anglia.
Able to accommodate large cruise ships, Plymouth was due to see the return of ‘Disney Magic’
in September and was also scheduled to welcome ‘The World’, ‘Seabourn Ovation’, ‘Albatros’,
‘Amadea’ and ‘Nieuw Rotterdam’ this year.
Meanwhile in Wales, the small luxury cruise vessel ‘Hebridean Princess’ was scheduled to return to
Cardiff in August following a series of turnaround

2022 UK SPECIAL REPORT

Second largest cruise port
As well as being a major ferry port, Dover is also the
second largest UK cruise port.

One of the highlights was the return of a Carnival Cruise Line (CCL) vessel to use Dover as a turnaround port.
‘Carnival Pride’s’ inaugural departure from the
port involved a nine-day trip visiting the West Coast
of Norway.
She was scheduled to complete another eight
sailings from Dover this summer.
A CCL ship last departed from Dover in 2013.
Dover’s inaugural cruise calls included vessels from brands TUI, Celebrity Cruises, Sea Cloud
Cruises, Carnival Cruises, National Geographic, Holland America Line, Viking, Princess Cruises, Mystic
Cruises and Ponant.
This includes the ‘Celebrity Apex’, which was
due to visit Dover for her first call in May, 2022. TUI
Cruises was scheduled to visit the port for the first
time since 2010.
Dover has also renewed its commitment to sustainable cruising with the launch of the 2022 Safety
and Environment Awareness (SEA) Award. Started
in 2017, Dover’s SEA Award acknowledges outstanding performance on recycling rates, greener
emissions and safety. Every ship that has passed
through the Port since its launch has been eligible
for this award.
Dover has two dedicated terminals. With a new
multi-purpose berth - the port now has the capacity
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Royal Caribbean’s ‘Jewel of the Seas’ at Dover’s new multi-purpose berth

to accommodate four cruise ships simultaneously.
For the duration of the pandemic, the Port’s
dedicated cruise team has worked to adapt to new
COVID safe measures after helping cruise lines
with lay-by facilities.

Peel ports
Peel Ports operates the cruise terminals at Liverpool and Greenock.
Liverpool’s cruise terminal was on course to
welcome its one millionth international visitor by
the end of the 2022 season, and also celebrated
its 15th anniversary this year.
During its 15 years of operation, the terminal
has welcomed more than 700 ships, and boosted
the local economy by £65 mill.
The

15-day

anniversary
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celebrations

began on 5th September with the arrival of Fred.
Olsen Cruise Line’s ‘Borealis’.
This year, the terminal was due to host almost
100 ship calls and 200,000 passengers.
At Greenock, located in the lower reaches of
the River Clyde, cruise ship calls were set to almost
double this year with 74 cruise liners booked into
the Inverclyde town’s new dedicated berth.
As many as 140,000 passengers and 35,000
crew members are expected to pass through the
port in its first full season since Covid effectively
closed down the cruise industry.
Only 41 vessels visited in 2021, due to the
shorter cruise season, while only one berthed in
2020 before lockdown struck in March of that year.
The figures are also up from the 62 that visited
in 2018, and only slightly behind the 77 that called
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in 2019.
A new £19.2 mill visitor centre was due to be
finished later this year.
It was estimated that this development will increase visitor numbers to 150,000 a year and provide a £26 mill boost to the Scottish economy.
The centre was designed by Richard Murphy
Architects and is being built by Heron Bros.
It will feature a museum paying tribute to the
late artist George Wyllie, who previously worked as
a customs officer in the town.
It will also include a restaurant, a roof terrace
with views of the River Clyde and an arrivals and
departure hall.
This project, led by Inverclyde Council, is part of
the £1 bill Glasgow City Region City Deal funded
by the Scottish and UK Governments, with contributions from Peel Ports (£8 mill), operators of the
existing Greenock Ocean Terminal, and the George
Wyllie Foundation via the Dunard Trust (£1.5 mill).
A new 200 m floating pontoon was completed
earlier this year by the port operators as part of the
overall project.

Holyhead
Swedish port and ferry operator Stena Line is to
purchase a major investment site close to its
Holyhead Port, in Anglesey, North Wales.
The company has secured the winning bid for
the 213-acre Eco Parks’ former Anglesey Aluminium site in Holyhead, which is a key strategic commercial and employment landbank in the region.
Stena Line has owned and operated Holyhead
port for 27 years. The port handles passenger and
ro-ro traffic to and from both Northern Ireland and
Ireland.
The site is adjacent to the A55 in Holyhead and
includes 3 km of railway track that is connected to
the North Wales Main Line.
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Stena Holyhead’s manager Ian Hampton

It was bought under a newly formed company,
Anglesey Land Holding Limited, a subsidiary of
Stena Line UK Limited.
The site includes a large jetty within Holyhead
Port, which Stena Line Ports has now taken over.
It will market this deepwater berth to cruise ship
operators that this summer have recommenced
anchoring their vessels in the port.
Stena Line Ports owns three operating UK ports
and is the main port authority for Holyhead and
Fishguard in Wales and Loch Ryan Port in Scotland.
It is a separate entity from Stena Line’s ferry operations.
Other ports handling cruise ship calls include
the Port of London Authority, which offers three
berths - Tilbury Landing Stage for vessels of up to
100,000 gt, Greenwich buoys for vessels of up to
around 50,000 gt and the Upper Pool, which can
handle vessels of up to 16,000 gt.
Portland Port in Dorset has been successfully
marketing for cruise ship calls and recently announced a plan to rebuild a deepwater jetty into
a multi-user berth, which can handle cruise ships.
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Cruise ships return to UK drydocks
This year has seen the return of the cruise ship to the major UK shiprepair yards.

Y

ards at Belfast, Birkenhead and Falmouth
have all docked cruise ships in 2022 for refurbishment projects.

Marketing for cruise ship docking business has
been ramped up a notch, illustrated recently by the
announcement that Chris Davies was appointed as
Group Business Development Lead (Commercial
Ship Repair) at A&P and Cammell Laird.
This was a newly established position across
both businesses.
He joined A&P Group as Business Development
Manager Marine in 2018. Over the last four years,
he has been responsible for bringing a range of
new customers to A&P from both the commercial
and offshore sectors.
Davies will now share his expertise with Cammell Laird and co-ordinate business development
activity across both businesses.
CEO David McGinley, said the new appointment
will deliver significant value to A&P Group and Cammell Laird customers, providing greater flexibility
and dock availability to shipowners and managers.
McGinley said: “Since my appointment of CEO
of both A&P and Cammell Laird, I have been striv-

ing to introduce greater collaboration between key
functions of both businesses.
“A&P Group and Cammell Laird have a total of
11 drydocks across the country. By joining up our
business development function, we will be able to
provide our customers with greater visibility of our
dock availability, which will enable us to accommodate their requirements more efficiently than
before. This will ultimately reduce the downtime of
their vessels and enhance the availability of their
fleet,” he said.
Davies added: “I have really enjoyed my four
years at A&P Group and the business has established some key partnerships, which has been
great to see. I look forward to working with the
team at Cammell Laird.”
Prior to joining A&P Group, Davies was Business
Development Manager for V-Ships Offshore, Commercial Manager at Bibby Ship Management and
Sponsorship Director for the Shipping Professional
Network London (SPNL).

Fred.Olsen mainstay
Fred.Olsen was one of the UK repairers’ main customers this year.
At the beginning of November, Cammell Laird welcomed the first cruise ship to dock at Birkenhead in
25 years for a multi-million pound work programme.
She was due to leave the dock on 13th November.
Fred.Olsen’s ‘Borealis’ is 238 m in length and entered No 5 drydock for steel repair work, the overhaul
of shafts and props, the instillation of an incinerator
and underwater coating among other tasks.

The first cruise ship to dock at Birkenhead for 25 years
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Over 150 of Cammell Laird’s workforce began
working on the vessel, joined by 15 apprentices and
hundreds more from Cammell Laird’s supply chain
of sub-contractors.
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Mike Hill, Cammell Laird Managing Director, said:
“The arrival of the ‘Borealis’ into Cammell Laird
marks a significant milestone for the business, as
we look to break into the cruise ship market.
“Cammell Laird’s position on the banks of the
River Mersey makes it an ideal facility for cruise
ships operating out of Liverpool Cruise Terminal.
Cammell Laird is proud of its unrivalled reputation
in the commercial shiprepair market. and we want
to extend this offering to the cruise sector,” he said.
Since 2012, Liverpool Cruise Terminal has become a turnaround port for cruise operators, meaning that vital shiprepair and maintenance can be
completed at Cammell Laird to fit in with a vessel’s
cruise schedule.
Hill added: “It is vital that shiprepair projects are
completed on schedule to minimise the downturn of
each vessel. The combination of our strategic location, drydocks, fabrication services and wide-reaching skills and capabilities makes Cammell Laird a
first-class choice for cruise customers who operate
out of Liverpool and beyond.”
McGinley said; “It is fantastic to welcome Fred.
Olsen’s ‘Borealis’ into Cammell Laird. Contracts such

as these help us to sustain our workforce, apprenticeship programme and supply chain, which drives
prosperity and adds real social value to the North
West of England. We hope this is the start of significant partnership with Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines.”
Peter Deer, Fred.Olsen Cruise Lines’ Managing Director, commented: “Liverpool has been the
homeport of ‘Borealis’ since we resumed sailing in
2021. We have been sailing from the city for almost
20 years now and we are really pleased to be extending this relationship with Cammell Laird as ‘Borealis’ undertakes her first drydocking at this facility
on the Rive Mersey.
“As a family-run cruise line, we know how important it is to support local communities. By docking
in Merseyside, we are pleased to be supporting the
Cammell Laird workforce, the local community here
and the wider supply chain. We look forward to developing an even stronger working relationship with
Cammel Laird both now and in the future,” he said.
Remaining with Fred.Olsen, A&P Falmouth and
A&P Tyne have both hosted the 218 m long cruise
ship ‘Balmoral’ in their respective drydocks this year.
Fred. Olsen cruise ships are regular visitors to

A&P Falmouth’s facilities
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Falmouth International Cruise Terminal, which is
operated by A&P. However, this is the first time the
company has chosen to send its cruise ships to A&P
for shiprepair work.
‘Balmoral’ visited A&P Falmouth in May for a programme of work, which included steel inserts, ship
side valves, tunnel thruster overhaul and underwater
coating.
Davies said: “We are delighted that Fred.Olsen
Cruise Lines has chosen to take advantage of A&P
Group’s shiprepair facilities.
“A&P Group is the UK”s largest commercial
shiprepair operation. The combination of our three
strategic locations, seven drydocks, fabrication services and wide-reaching skills and capabilities makes
our facilities a first-class choice for cruise customers
who operate in the UK and beyond.
“A&P Falmouth is strategically located next to the
English Channel and offers full drydocking facilities
to medium size cruise ships with excellent on-site
machining capabilities. A&P Tyne is located to support the ‘Balmoral’s’ cruise call at Newcastle.
“Falmouth’s International Cruise Terminal is a
firm favourite with some of the world’s leading cruise
companies, with vessels visiting the port for transit
and turnaround calls. Our ambition is now to make
A&P Falmouth and A&P Tyne both centres of excellence in cruise shiprepair, minimising the downtime
of customers vessels and enhancing the availability
of their fleet.”

Belfast resurgence
Turning to Northern Ireland, Belfast-based Harland
& Wolff was awarded a drydocking contract for two
cruise ships from Carnival UK’s brands P&O Cruises
and Cunard, respectively.
The ‘Aurora’ and ‘Queen Victoria’ occupied Belfast’s drydock for 33 days in total earlier this year.
Both ships underwent standard drydocking operations that gave Harland & Wolff the opportunity to
demonstrate to the wider cruise industry, its skills,
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Chris Davies is to market both A&P and Cammell Laird

capabilities and expertise in these types of projects,
the company said.
The first ship to dock was Cunard’s ’Queen Victoria’. With a length of 294 m and a beam of 32.3
m, she was in the yard from 2nd – 19th May, 2022.
‘Queen Victoria’ became the largest cruise ship to
have drydocked at a UK shipyard and was the only
Cunard vessel to have drydocked in Belfast.
With a length of 270 m and a beam of 32 m, the
‘Aurora’ was in the yard from the 9th – 23rd June,
2022.
Harland & Wolff said that the arrival of the two
ships in Belfast marked another milestone completed in relation to the company’s re-activation
strategy across its key markets.
This strategy is to operate in five markets and six
service sectors to ensure continuity of projects and
to provide longevity of employment for the core workforce. This will result in improved productivity and reduced project costs for vessel owners, the company
claimed.
With the recent release of the National Shipbuilding Strategy (NSbS), repairs & maintenance projects,
as well as through life support services, are key activities that will facilitate the continuity of skills and
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enhance productivity levels that will be required to
win newbuilding projects.
As indicated in the NSbS scheme, there are over
150 domestic vessels to be built in the coming years
in addition to the fabrication works for the renewables sector following the latest ScotWind licensing
round and future licensing rounds yet to be announced.
Harland & Wolff, group CEO John Wood, commented:“When acquiring the assets of Harland and
Wolff (Belfast) in December, 2019 and in a pre-pandemic period, the cruise industry was one of our key
target markets.
“Our facilities are ideally placed to capitalise on
these types of large projects, whilst we continue servicing our smaller but regular clients. We have now
secured contracts in four out of our five markets;
commercial, cruise & ferry, renewables and energy
– we now look forward to completing the final milestone of securing a defence contract in the near future.”*
Carnival UK, Vice President Maritime, David Varty,
added:“We are delighted to be able to have these
two ships at a UK shipyard with such a long heritage and reputation and we very much look forward
to supporting the UK maritime industry and working
closely with the Harland & Wolff team on this project.”

tigious programme, which would have been a global
showcase of the very best of British shipbuilding and
engineering and is testament to the skills that exist
within Harland & Wolff and our partners.
“The National Flagship programme would have
contained cutting-edge design and technology to
showcase the UK’s shipbuilding heritage, as well as
the outstanding innovation we have in this country
which is right now being built into current and future
vessels.
“We are certain that had the National Flagship
gone ahead, the vessel would have returned many
multiples of her build cost to the UK economy over
many decades, acting as an international demonstration of the creativity and engineering talent the
UK has to offer.
“Advances planned for the programme were not
just limited to the vessel itself. We had expected to
use the National Flagship as the launch platform for
green shipbuilding, demonstrating how industry can
dramatically reduce its environmental footprint.
“Obviously the decision to suspend is disappointing, but we understand the rationale for doing so,
considering the current macro-economic environment and the ongoing situation in Ukraine.

‘Royal Yacht’

“We recognise that the (UK) Government, and the
Ministry of Defence in particular, must prioritise their
budgets and focus on the most pressing and strategically vital programmes which ensure the defence
and security of the nation.

Harland & Wolff also commented on the this month’s
announcement from the UK Ministry of Defence and
Defence Equipment & Support that the design procurement process for the new National Flagship
(Royal Yacht) had been suspended.

“Given the global trade that can be driven to the
UK by a vessel like this we do expect that a vessel of
this type - either government or privately owned - will
come back to the table in the future and we remain
ready to assist at that time,” he concluded.

A design for the ship submitted by Harland &
Wolff was a finalist in the competition from a wide
industry field, which was originally due to conclude
earlier this year.

*On 16th November, it was announced that the UK’s Ministry of Defence has selected Team Resolute as a preferred bidder to build
three 216 m long support ships for the Royal Navy.

Wood, said: “We are proud that the design our
team produced was one of the two finalists in a pres-

Harland & Wolff said that the building of the vessels would involve
all four of its yards and they would be assembled in Belfast.
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Team Resolute is a consortium involving BMT, Harland & Wolff
and Navantia UK.
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Foreship arrives in Southampton
News that Finnish-based naval architecture, marine engineering and and project management
company, Foreship had opened an office in Southampton, prompted ICSI to ask what this move
can offer to the cruise and ferry sector in the UK.

R

ecently appointed UK Managing Director, Shaun White, explained; “The UK has
a clear focus and strategy for maritime
de-carbonisation and sustainability, and Foreship UK will work within the UK-based sector to
find synergies and clear connections where our
capabilities clearly add value.
“We firmly believe our skills and expertise can
help the UK consolidate its role at the forefront of
maritime technology, innovation, and sustainability,” he said.
Due to the UK’s significant cruise and ferry interests, there are several companies offering various refurbishment services to the passenger ship
sector. ICSI asked how will Foreship UK fit in.
White replied that as a global company, Foreship already collaborates with many major cruise
and ferry refurbishment and outfitting providers in
the industry and across the UK.

“The establishment of Foreship UK will further
develop and build upon these collaborations and
offer a UK-centric service. Foreship is already a
well-established cruise and ferry interior design
partner, regularly trusted by our customers to provide complete turnkey solutions.
“Our expert in-house interior design and outfitting team, have the ability offer a complete range
of services and solutions, from initial enquiry,
right through to project delivery creating world
class marine interiors.
“Over 20 years Foreship has amassed a vast
knowledge of the complexities of ship refits, earning us a reputation as a global leader in marine
interior outfitting within the cruise and ferry markets,” he claimed.

Shiprepair
Also explaining how the company’s relationship will grow with the major UK cruise and ferry
shiprepairers, White said; ” Foreship UK will seek
to establish opportunities with all major shipyards
in the UK to raise awareness of the strength and
depth of the interior design services provided by
Foreship.
“Foreship UK will also actively engage with the
UK interior design industry, key decision makers
and build valuable new relationships within the industry and across Europe’s leading cruise brands,
shipyards, and design studios,” he said.
He also pointed out that the UK office will not
be involved in landside development work, such
as cruise terminals, but rather will concentrate on
the vessels themselves, primarily passenger carriers.

Shaun White has been appointed to head up Foreship UK
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The new office officially opened on 1st Octo-
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ber in Southampton, the UK’s largest cruise ship
port city.
Not only handling a large number of cruise
ships and being home to Carnival (UK), the city is
also a global centre for marine science, research
and technology.
White joined Foreship from Spear Power Systems, where he led the marine business electrification and energy solutions sector as Senior
Project Manager.
At Spear, his responsibilities included leadership of the EU Horizon 2020 funded Current Direct initiative, which aims to advance sustainable
waterborne transport by developing innovative
technology, business and finance solutions.
He has also held several leading positions in
the sector, gaining significant insights into shipping’s technical and commercial pathways on
alternative fuels, hybrid solutions, electrification
and energy infrastructure systems.

we also recently established an office in the UK to
liaise directly with our customers’ local technical
staff.”
From its foundation, Haavisto said Foreship’s
appeal lay both in its independence and its ability to offer a full range of services extending from
the pre-contract stage, through design and construction (including third party reviews), to delivery. Cruise references have included some of the
highest profile ships built in the last 20 years, and
over 1,200 ship conversions.
“Over that time we have amassed vast and
unrivalled databases of weight and other statistics, and model test results, which have come to
provide a specific edge in our ability to verify the
feasibility of projects,” said Haavisto.

Including White, the Foreship UK Ltd Board
now comprises CEO, Lauri Haavisto, and CFO,
Kaisa Immonen.

Anniversary
Foreship has marked its 20th anniversary with a
publication to celebrate its achievements and a
sharp upturn in design and project management
work for the cruise sector.
The company said that its core cruise ship
workload had staged a spectacular comeback
through 2022, following a significant slowdown
during the height of Covid-19.
“Having weathered the pandemic, Foreship is
re-energized for growth at a time when shelved
refurbishment work is being revived and owners
are once more in the market for new project
work,” said Managing Director, Lauri Haavisto.
“This year, we have revitalised our US presence
with a new management team overseeing owner
relations and regional project management, while
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Foreship’s 20 year celebratory publication
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SMS in line for HAL project award
Southampton-based SMS Group will conclude its most successful year in marine refurbishment
and interior outfitting by exhibiting at Cruise Ship Interiors Expo (CSIE), at London’s Excel.

S

MS has been shortlisted for the ‘Refurbishment of the Year’ award, which will be decided by an industry vote, with the winner
being announced on 1st December - the final day
of the two day trade show.

Dan Lockyer, SMS’ Head of Marine Refurbishment, said: “This is a great end to our year and
fantastic to have such industry wide recognition.
We’ve had a tremendously positive year with several new customers coming on board, two new
landmark contracts – one of which we received at
Seawork – several new starters and exceptional
project successes in the cruise, ferry and defence
sectors.

“Works of varying sizes, across the marine industry, are helping to support the growth of the
business and the maturity of the delivery team.
“As we roll into 2023, we’ll be undertaking significant works for the Royal Navy and for two major,
international, cruise lines. 2022 has been a huge
success and we look forward to 2023,” he said.
Darren Smith, Head of Business Development,
commented: “2022 has seen us achieve two
major milestones; genuine maturity in our supply
chain, and proven delivery across multiple projects, simultaneously. This will allow the business
to further scale in 2023 and onwards.

SMS has won a prestigious contract from HAL
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“As the liquidity within our core customer base
rebounds post Covid we look forward to supporting
larger projects and continually developing our customer base,” he said.
SMS was shortlisted for the award for its work
for a Holland America Line (HAL) project involving
the ‘Volendam’ and ‘Zaandam’ in Cadiz, simultaneously.
The scope of work was led by their ‘return to
service’ requirements and centred around repair
work to public spaces.

Significant work
Major work packages included bulkhead and
deckhead repairs and renewals, the tiling and ‘rejuvenating’ of public washrooms, bathrooms, and
showers, a significant amount of redecoration –
wall coverings and resprays, new flooring – to include tiles and vinyl, an extended programme of
re-upholstery of furniture, to include new leather
handrails, and the conversion of the reception office.
At its peak more than 50 industrial trades
made up the refurbishment team – electricians,
tilers, decorators, plumbers, fitters, joiners and
dedicated labourers supporting a relentless work
programme undertaken in a two-shift pattern over
a three week period, SMS said.
The project was spearheaded by Chris Bailey
from The SMS Group.

SMS refurbished the outside areas

would be used to accommodate Ukrainian refugees in Rotterdam.
Following the refit, she accommodated 1,500
Ukrainians for a three month period.

The refurbishment was fraught with challenges
from the outset; tight timescales, the logistical hurdle of pivoting from ship-to-ship and vice versa in a
tightly regulated Covid secure environment, vessel
repositioning and subsequent sea trials, and a flexing work scope.

Lockyer added: “We’re in a great industry, and
we genuinely love what we do. What’s fantastic
about this particular refurbishment project was
not only the rewarding nature of doing what we do
all day every day, it was the heightened morality
of knowing that the first beneficiaries of the works
programme would not be paying customers, but
would be displace refugees.

Midway through the project, the morality and
social significance of the refurbishment shifted
up a gear, as HAL announced that the ‘Volendam’

“To play such a small part in such a major humanitarian initiative was both humbling and genuinely pleasing,” he concluded.
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Trimline TAPPs into refurbishment
potential
Now that the cruise and ferry operators have returned to full service, they are embarking on
regular drydockings to ensure compliance with all the maritime regulatory bodies.

A

s cruise lines secure future bookings revenue
and on board areas are being worn down
again, due to passenger footfall, Southampton-based Trimline is seeing contracts expanding beyond the ‘return to service’ work.
“A trend we are seeing with our ferry clients is the
increase in demand for shop refurbishments, due to
post-Brexit duty-free shopping,” explained the company’s Director of Sales, Simon Dawkins.
The efficiencies and transparency that the Trimline app (TAPP) offers has revolutionised Trimline’s
business and the service offered to the clients. Dur-

ing the most recent large-scale projects, clients were
delighted with its transparency and accuracy, Dawkins claimed.
During the refurbishment of the ‘Marella Explorer’s’ public spaces, the client had constant access to
live data, allowing the company to see exactly where
Trimline was in relation to the original work plan and
when an area was ready for sign off.
The client had total transparency throughout the
project, which gave it the confidence that the task
would be completed on schedule.

‘Marella Explorer 2’, which was also refurbished by Trimline
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With the Hapag-Lloyd Cruises’ ‘Europa’ project in
which 56 suites were modernised, the feedback was
very positive, in particular the progress monitoring
and means of recording area inspections to sign-off,
were found to be extremely beneficial.
During the refit, the client was able to request
enhancements using personal dashboards enabling
changes to be made within a couple of hours.

Early completion
As a result of efficiencies made during the ‘Europa’
refit and superior planning expertise, the work was
completed 24 hrs early.
This gave Hapag-Lloyd Cruises the opportunity
to handover to house-keeping a day earlier than
planned - giving extra time to prepare the suites for
guests.
Dawkins explained that TAPP is continually evolving, with more enhancements to come.
Hapag-Lloyd Cruises ‘Europa’ was in drydock at
Blohm + Voss Hamburg shipyard when the Trimline
team modernised the 56 suites on board.

“We were then fully prepared and had a plan for
daily organisation and control of material movement,
to ensure the team had all supplies they needed to
hand in a just-in-time manner,” he said.
Gabi Haupt, Lead Product Management MS EUROPA at Hapag-Lloyd Cruises, added, “We are very
happy with the renovated suites on our ‘Europa’, they
have such a modern, light and beautiful atmosphere
and look. During the implementation in the yard, it
was a pleasure for our team working with Trimline on
this challenging project and we would like to express
our sincere thank you to the whole team.”
Trimline’s Director of Projects, Naomi Cooper
oversaw all aspects of the project from pre-planning
to on-site completion. “I’m so proud of the team.
From pre-planning to project completion, they have
all worked in a united manner, focused on delivering
a fantastic refit. The expertise of the team, use of
TAPP and the meticulous management of daily onsite materials movement, all contributed to us completing the project 24-hours ahead of time.”

Marella project

Work included the installation of new flooring,
fixed furniture, soft furnishings and light fittings, to
give the high-end suites a new bright and airy feeling.

Earlier this year, Trimline and Marella Cruises had
teamed up again to refurbish the ‘Marella Explorer’
in Puerto Real, Cadiz, Spain.

Trimline’s 60-strong team included joiners, labourers, carpet fitters, hard surface repairers, french polishers, decorators, leather repairers, upholsterers
and electricians, who spent two weeks carrying out
the refurbishments.

During the extensive four-week refit, as the main
outfitter on board, the 80-strong Trimline team of
floor layers, decorators, joiners, upholsterers, tilers,
electricians, french polishers, welders and hard surface repairers completed a complex refurbishment
of the main restaurant (Latitude & Vista), which included the installation of an ultra-high efficiency
lighting system, which is 15% more efficient than
standard LED drivers. Changing the existing lighting
over to this system saves 130 tonnes of CO2 per
year, it was claimed.

By using their TAPP software, Trimline’s on-site
managers were able to assign tasks to specific
trades and individuals during the refit, to ensure
maximum efficiency throughout.
The company’s Logistics Manager, Tegan Shamley, was on-site to oversee all material movements
during the refit. “During the pre-planning stage Project Manager, Richard Atkins had planned for there
being little room to store materials on board, due to
the size of the vessel.
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Other areas the Trimline team refurbished were
Indigo, which included the installation of a fully
interactive LED dance floor; The Mediterranean Bar,
which included the recovering of all loose seats &
sofas; Squid & Anchor; The Hideout; Pool Deck; The
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Attic; Umi Sushi; Cinema; Broadway Show Lounge;
Coffee Port; Lounge; Bar 53; The Shack; Destination
Services; Cruise Holiday Store; plus the carpeting of
60 cabins.
Trimline said that the use of TAPP helped in many
ways during this extensive refit, including:
•	Progress monitoring – having visibility of live
progress at all times gave Trimline and Marella
a more realistic view of project stage and progress.
•	Planned versus actual resource – as tasks were
broken down, it was possible to quickly see
where they were with planned versus real-time
resource hours.
•	Purchase status – having one easy-to-access
location for all purchases enabled the project
management team to see where everything
was in the ordering process and where all materials were.
•	People movement – the fully automated checking in & out system gave the team an efficient
way to monitor people movement on board.
•	Contractor portal – as all contractors had access to the portal, they were able to read and
sign all documentation, including risks assessments, before joining the ship. This saved
considerable time when everyone joined the
ship and it also made it quick and easy to see
where any forms were
missing. During their
time on board, contractors were able to
quickly access all their
required travel & working documentation
from the TAPP hub.

Trimline’s Simon Dawkins
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Marella Cruises’
Hotel Refurbishment
Manager, Matt Easton, said at the time;
“Trimline’s team did
a great job during the

latest update on board ‘Marella Explorer’ with fantastic project management skills. By using TAPP, I
had constant access to live data, allowing me to see
exactly where Trimline were against their plan and
when an area was ready for sign off. We had total
transparency throughout the project which gave us
confidence that we would complete on schedule.”

Ropax refurbishments
In the ferry sector, as part of the update programme
to bring the existing DFDS Seaways ’C’ Class tonnage
up to the same high standards of the new tonnage,
Trimline completed the refurbishment of key public
areas on board ‘Côte Des Dunes’ and ‘Côte Des Flandres’ earlier this year.
Both refits took place concurrently at Damen shipyard in Dunkerque.
Trimline’s team worked closely with long-standing
suppliers and the dockyard to meet the short time
scales and deliver all materials to site ready to start
the project in early January.
The 50-strong team of specialists first strippedout ‘Côte Des Dunes’ and then completed the full
refurbishment of the Sea Shop and Lighthouse Café
as planned in 15 days.
Then, due to the knowledge gained during the first
refit, plus the time-savings by using TAPP, the team
managed to complete the identical refurbishment on
‘Côte Des Flandres’ ahead of the planned schedule.
Trimline’s Project Manager, Billy Morton, said at
the time: “Both the onsite and head office teams
really went the extra mile in order to start the project
on time, and then complete it ahead of schedule.
I’m so proud of how the Sea Shops and Lighthouse
Cafés look.”
“It’s been great to work with Trimline again and
they have delivered some fantastic upgrades in our
duty-free shops and new Light House Café,” added
Steve Newbery, DFDS On board Commercial Director.
“I particularly want to thank Trimline for delivering
these projects against two very tight refit schedules.”
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LR - helping cruise shipowners along
their journeys
Based in London and Southampton, Lloyd’s Register of Shipping (LR) has a significant number of
cruise ships classed with the society.

G

areth Hughes, LR’s Account Manager, Passenger Ship Support Centre, told ICSI that at
present, excluding ferries, the IACS member
class society has 364 cruise ships, plus 26 vessels
under construction in its portfolio.

He explained that LR is actively working with its clients on a variety of innovative and exciting projects,
ranging from - alternative lifesaving appliances, such
as Survitec’s Seahaven, the world’s largest inflatable
lifeboat, which is now ready to be installed on cruise
vessels after receiving LR’s full type approval certification- to alternative fuels and new forms of refrigerant.

De-carbonisation
Talking about environmental issues, Hughes said
that LR is also actively advising and supporting its
clients and the cruise industry on their de-carbonisation journey.

must come together to facilitate organisations addressing these challenges,” he explained.
He added that the cruise industry was particularly
hard hit during the global pandemic, with the significant pause in operations. The majority of cruise ships
were either alongside or at anchor, often in adverse
environments and weather conditions.
While the vessels were out of operation, LR supported its clients and the crew that remained on
board. Returning to operations has also seen strategic initiatives increasing pace especially related to
the reduction in carbon intensity and public health.
“The recent restart has given opportunities for
Lloyd’s Register to be involved in conversations evolving the way the industry typically operated,” he said.

Other environmental initiatives are being led in
the cruise sector, such as using organic digesters for
waste food and sewage.
“Across the maritime as a whole, LR has been
committed to supporting first movers as we navigate
the energy transition. De-carbonisation represents
one of the most complex challenges the industry has
faced, with interlocking issues from sourcing of fuel
through technical feasibility to commercial viability
interlocking to confront management teams across
the energy, industrial and maritime space and we
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The LR classed ‘Regal Princess’
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Carnival opts for Silverstream’s ALS
In October, London-based Silverstream Technologies announced that it has signed an agreement
with Carnival Corp to fit its air lubrication technology (ALS) on the majority of the brands’ vessels.

I

n addition to five installations in progress, the
patented Silverstream System ALS will be retrofitted to another 10 vessels during their scheduled drydockings during the next five years.
They will form the first wave of the more than
40 ships in Carnival’s fleet that are suitable as ALS
retrofit candidates.
Each installation will cause zero disruption to
the ships’ normal operations, and zero inconvenience to passengers, Silverstream said.
Silverstream’s ALS operates by generating a
uniform carpet of air bubbles that reduces friction
between a ship’s hull and the water. The system is
claimed to be effective in all sea conditions and is
suitable for both newbuildings and retrofit installations.
The two companies have been in partnership
since 2016 and are currently fitting Silverstream’s
system on board the five Carnival cruise ships, in
addition to the two vessels that already have the
technology installed.

For example, on board Princess Cruises’ ‘Diamond Princess’, the ALS has achieved about a 5%
net fuel and emissions saving.
Carnival recently contracted Silverstream to
install its technology on two new ‘Sphere’ class
LNG powered cruise ships that are being built at
a Fincantieri shipyard in Italy – the first being the
175,500 gt ‘Sun Princess’, which is expected to be
delivered in early 2024.
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An impression of a Silverstream ALS

Construction company, Bluestone Group, has
won a contract from Princess Cruises to install a
Silverstream ALS on two cruise ships - ‘Sky Princess’ and ‘Enchanted Princess’.
These latest contracts, to be fitted during the
first half of next year, come on the back of an ALS
installation on board the ‘Regal Princess’.
A typical installation on a 300 m long cruise
ship includes four to six air compressors delivering
compressed air to the flat bottom through 12 air
release units (ARUs).
Bluestone’s work will include all activities within
the vessel, from the installation of air compressors to stainless steel and steel piping, electrical
cabling and connections, ventilation upgrade and
modification of steel structures.
The shipyards will be responsible for the installation of the ARUs in the hull.
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CSIE - A must for those involved in the
cruise industry
Cruise Ship Interiors Expo Europe (CSIE) is the only cruise trade show that unites the entire cruise
interiors sector.

T

he CSIE show floor is a hub of marine innovation and activity, with new suppliers, product
launches and industry innovations filling the
aisles.

Caribbean Group) and Bas Loohuis (Damen Shipyard)
will be offering advice for shipyards, ranging from
developing refurbishment projects to the secrets of
good collaboration.

This year, the marine interiors specialists meet
the hotel and hospitality experts, as over 200 exhibitors gather at London’s ExCeL.

The show’s two days are packed with opportunities to meet with customers and clients, reconnect
and make sure you have the most up to date information on pricing, products and innovation in the cruise
ship interiors industry.

For example, interior designers, Cubik3 will rub
shoulders with SMC Design.
Suppliers attending range from some of the most
forward-thinking textile designers in the industry, including Spradling and Gancedo, to Metalco Active, an
Italian fitness company who elevates wellness equipment with their striking natural designs.
New to CSIE this year are the Cruise Conversations
Workshops, intimate seminars located on exhibitor
stands. While the Cruise Conversations Conferences
tackle the big cruise interiors questions and fascinating trend forecasts, Workshops focuses on key interiors topics.
Highly relevant Workshops include Marine Design
101 and Creative Takeback Schemes: from old carpets to new products. Conferences include the keynote The Modern Shipyard, where Vesa Uuttu (Royal

Opening event
Starting with the Opening Party on 29th November
and continuing through Speed Networking, taking
place across both days, Happy Hour and the subsequent After Hours party at the end of the Day One.
The event ends with the Cruise Ship Interiors Awards
(CSI Awards) at the end of Day Two.
Drop by any of the product launches and demonstrations taking place on exhibitor stands or visit the
onsite CSIE Pub to watch exhibitors pitch their products to buyers in competitive ‘Pitch and Pint’.
At the end of day two, the CSI Awards ceremony
will take place. Here, excellence within the industry
across shipyards, cruise lines, designers, and suppliers will be recognised.
The awards cover four key categories, Spaces,
Products, Projects and People. Judges include My
Nguyen, George Scammell, Petu Kummala, Sascha
Lang and many more. CSI Awards is the perfect way
to finish your time at CSIE, so join us for this industry-wide celebration!

One of the main attractions at CSIE are the conferences and workshops
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Cruise Ship Interiors Expo Europe takes place between 30th November – 1st December at the ExCeL
in East London.
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